Concept mapping improves metacomprehension accuracy among 7th graders
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ABSTRACT

Two experiments explored concept map construction as a useful intervention to improve metacomprehension accuracy among 7th grade students. In the first experiment, metacomprehension was marginally better for a concept mapping group than for a rereading group. In the second experiment, metacomprehension accuracy was significantly greater for a concept mapping group than for a control group, while a group of students who were given already constructed concept maps had accuracy between these two groups. In both experiments, control groups had poor metacomprehension accuracy. That is, they performed worse on tests they predicted better performance and performed better on tests they predicted worse performance. Although constructing concept maps did not produce the same high level of accurate monitoring previously reported in the literature, it still reduced the illusion of knowing.

1. Introduction

Models of self-regulated learning suggest that learners monitor their progress toward a goal and use this information to regulate their study (e.g., Ariel, Dunlosky, & Bailey, 2009; Metcalfe & Kornell, 2003; Nelson & Narens, 1990; Thiede & Dunlosky, 1999; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Accurate monitoring identifies which information is well-learned and which information requires additional study. The influence of accurate monitoring on learning has been empirically supported across a variety of domains (for a review, see Dunlosky, Hertzog, Kennedy, & Thiede, 2005). More relevant to the present research, accurate monitoring and effective regulation of study has lead to better comprehension of texts (Thiede, Anderson, & Therriault, 2003). Therefore, it is important to find ways to improve metacomprehension accuracy (the accuracy with which one monitors his or her own comprehension of text). To understand how one might improve metacomprehension accuracy, it is important to combine theories of metacognitive monitoring and comprehension (Rawson, Dunlosky, & Thiede, 2000; Weaver, 1990; Wiley, Griffin, & Thiede, 2005).

The cue-utilization model of metacognitive monitoring (Koriat, 1997) and the construction-integration model of comprehension (Kintsch, 1994, 1998) provide a framework for understanding techniques for improving metacomprehension accuracy (Rawson et al., 2000). Consider the processes involved in judging one’s comprehension of texts. After reading, a person is asked to judge his or her comprehension of a text. According to the cue-utilization framework of metacognitive monitoring (Koriat, 1997), the metacomprehension judgment may be based on a number of cues, such as how easily the text was processed during reading (Dunlosky & Rawson, 2005; Rawson & Dunlosky, 2002), how successfully the material was retrieved at the time of the judgment (Baker & Dunlosky, 2006; Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998; Morris, 1990), the familiarity with the domain of the text (Glenberg & Epstein, 1985; Glenberg, Sanocki, Epstein, & Morris, 1987; Maki & Serra, 1992), or global characteristics of texts such as length or difficulty (Weaver & Bryant, 1995). Metacomprehension accuracy will tend to increase as the cues that are used to make a judgment more highly correlate with performance on a test of comprehension (for empirical evidence linking metacomprehension accuracy and cue use see Thiede, Griffin, Wiley, & Anderson, 2010).

The construction-integration model (Kintsch, 1994, 1998) suggests different cues that may be available for metacomprehension judgments. According to this model, a reader creates multiple representations of a text as he or she reads. For instance, the reader constructs a representation of the surface level (i.e., the exact words), a textbase level (i.e., the meaning of sentences), and the situation-model level (i.e., connections between ideas contained in the text, and the connection between these ideas and prior knowledge). A well-constructed situation model integrates the ideas contained in a text and allows the reader to form a causal model and inferences implied by the text. When tests of comprehension assess the quality of the situation model of a text (Kintsch, 1994; McNamara, Kintsch,
Songer, & Kintsch, 1996), metacomprehension accuracy should increase if readers use cues based on their situation model to judge their comprehension (for a detailed discussion of designing texts and tests for assessing the situation model see Wiley et al., 2005). In fact, many of the techniques shown to improve metacomprehension accuracy arguably focus readers on their situation model while judging comprehension. We next provide a brief review of the metacomprehension literature.

Initial metacomprehension work began in the 1980s (e.g., Glenberg & Epstein, 1985; Maki & Berry, 1984). Glenberg and Epstein (1985) developed a paradigm in which participants read 16 texts and rated their level of comprehension for each. Participants then completed a comprehension test for each text. Metacomprehension accuracy was operationalized as the intra-individual correlation between a participant’s metacomprehension rating and his or her test performance computed across the texts. Although poor metacomprehension accuracy reported in early studies was in part due to poor measures of comprehension (Weaver, 1990), much of the work in this area suggested college students are not adept at monitoring their own comprehension. Maki (1998) found that the mean correlation between predicted and actual test performance (metacomprehension accuracy) across the studies conducted in her laboratory was just .27. Dunlosky and Lipko (2007) reviewed the metacomprehension literature and found the mean accuracy across all the reviewed studies was no better.

Recently, interventions have been developed to improve metacomprehension accuracy. For instance, Thiede et al., (2003) had college students write summaries of texts after reading but prior to judging comprehension. When summaries were written immediately after reading, the summaries contained more details from the text, which may have focused participants on the surfaces features of a text when judging comprehension, and metacomprehension accuracy did not improve. By contrast, when summaries were written after a delay encouraged readers to focus on the situation model because the surface features decays over time, and metacomprehension accuracy improved (see also Anderson & Thiede, 2008). Generating a list of five keywords that captured the essence of a text, instead of writing a summary, produced a similar boost in metacomprehension accuracy (Thiede et al., 2003). Again the timing of keyword generation was critical to improving metacomprehension accuracy. Thiede, Dunlosky, Griffin, and Wiley (2005) showed that the delay between reading and generating keywords was critical to improving metacomprehension accuracy.

Again with an eye toward focusing participants on the situation model of a text when judging comprehension, Griffin, Wiley, and Thiede (2008) had participants self-explain the connections between the ideas in a text as they read. Self-explaning, which facilitates construction of a situation model (Chi, DeLeeuw, Chiu, & Lavancher, 1994), increased the salience of cues related to the situation model at the time of judging comprehension, and improved metacomprehension accuracy. In addition, Thiede, Wiley and Griffin (2011) showed that providing instructions about what kind of test to expect and giving practice tests focused college students on appropriate cues and produced more accurate monitoring. For a review of the metacomprehension literature and theory related to improving metacomprehension accuracy by focusing readers on their situation model see Thiede, Griffin, Wiley, and Redford (2009).

As described above, many of the techniques that have been shown to improve metacomprehension accuracy arguably focus readers on their situation model while judging comprehension. One additional technique, which was used in the present investigations, is instructing participants to construct concept maps of texts prior to judging comprehension. A concept map is a graphic representation of the underlying structure of the text, the act of constructing a concept map helps readers form connections among concepts in a text (Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). Put differently, concept mapping can help readers form an external representation of a situation model for a text, which can be particularly helpful for less-able readers (Stensvold & Wilson, 1990; for a review and meta-analysis on effectiveness of concept maps with low-ability learners, see Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). Moreover, constructing concept maps should increase the salience of cues related to the situation model when judging comprehension.

Two advantages may arise from testing concept map construction as an additional intervention to improve metacomprehension accuracy. First, as keyword generation requires a delay to be effective, improved metacomprehension accuracy could arguably be due to transfer-appropriate-monitoring. Specifically, delayed keyword generation may have improved metacomprehension accuracy because the participants employed the same long-term memory retrieval process during the rating and test phase. Finding an improvement in metacomprehension accuracy with concept map construction provides additional support that the critical contributing factor is whether the situation model of the text is being accessed for judgements. A second benefit is that concept map construction is more practical than delay-based interventions. Teachers would have an easier time integrating concept map construction into their standard pedagogical practice than some practice that requires students to pause for several minutes prior to engaging in the next phase of text processing.

In an initial study, Thiede et al. (2010) showed that constructing concept maps improved metacomprehension accuracy with college students enrolled in remedial reading courses, but this technique has not been evaluated with younger readers. We know very little about younger readers’ ability to monitor comprehension.

To date, we know of only one other study examining metacomprehension with younger readers. de Bruin, Thiede, Camp, and Redford (2011) showed that generating keywords improved metacomprehension accuracy for 6th, and 7th graders, but had no effect on accuracy for 4th graders. Given these results, one might expect concept mapping to improve metacomprehension accuracy in early adolescents. Nonetheless, it is important to evaluate whether concept mapping improves metacomprehension accuracy for this age group.

Although concept mapping has been shown to improve metacomprehension accuracy for some college students, there are some critical differences between college students and 7th graders. First, college students have relatively more experience reading expository texts; whereas, younger students are only just beginning to learn how to learn from expository texts. Reading instruction in early grades is generally confined to the understanding of narrative texts, even though students are expected to eventually read for understanding from informational expository texts within particular subject-matter areas. Students have much less familiarity with the structures and types of non-narrative texts (Duke, 2000; Pearson & Duke, 2002; Venezy, 2000). Thus, younger students may not be sensitive to the unique demands of constructing a causal situation model from informational expository texts, which in turn may affect their access to and selection of cues that they use to judge their comprehension.

Second, even if lack of experience with expository texts does not affect metacomprehension accuracy, younger students may lack the cognitive skills or capacity required to accurately monitor learning while reading complex expository texts. Studies have shown that children are less sophisticated in related cognitive domains, such as memory regulation (e.g., Roderer & Roebers, 2009), uncertainty confidence monitoring (e.g., Roebers, von der Linden, Schneider, & Howie, 2007), judgments of learning (e.g., Roebers et al., 2007), and inconsistency detection (Markman, 1977,
Therefore, younger students may not possess the capacities required to monitor comprehension during reading. If less experience with expository texts inhibits 7th graders’ ability to attend to appropriate cues for judging comprehension or if 7th graders lack the metacognitive sophistication to use cues to accurately assess their own comprehension, concept mapping will not affect metacomprehension accuracy. By contrast, if the improved metacomprehension accuracy for 7th graders who generated keywords (de Bruin et al., 2011) is evidence that younger readers can monitor their comprehension of expository texts, then concept mapping should improve metacomprehension accuracy. We expect concept mapping to improve metacomprehension accuracy for two reasons (Hypothesis 1). First, concept mapping eases the working memory requirements of text comprehension. Instead of needing to maintain earlier content as they try to understand later portions of a text, they are able to review the previous content visually as they construct their maps. This enables more resources to be devoted to gauging their level of comprehension when they revisit their maps rather than having resources divided between metacognitive monitoring and comprehending the text (Griffin et al., 2008; Rawson et al., 2000). Second, we expect concept mapping to improve metacomprehension accuracy as it increases the salience of cues related to the situation model, which should improve metacomprehension accuracy.

2. Experiment 1

In the first experiment, we asked students to construct concept maps as they read a set of three texts. We expected that concept map construction would encourage situation model development as well as ease the cognitive demands required to monitor comprehension. If concept maps allow participants to access and select cues based in their situation models for judging comprehension, then constructing concept maps should improve metacomprehension accuracy.

3. Method

3.1. Participants and design

Fifty-nine 7th grade students (ages 12–13) from a local junior high school participated in this experiment. Of the 59, 33 were female and 26 were male; 45 were Caucasian, 14 were Hispanic or African–American. The school serves a low SES population, with 70% of students eligible for free or reduced lunch. All participants were treated in accord with APA ethical standards. Group assignment (concept mapping versus rereading/control) was done randomly between participants. We used a reread condition in order to equate the amount of time participants in the two groups worked with the texts. Of the 59 participants, thirty-eight participants were in the concept map construction condition and 21 participants were in the reread condition. We over assigned participants to the concept map construction group to increase the participants were in the reread condition. We over assigned participants to the concept map construction group to increase the order to equate the amount of time participants in the two groups working with the texts. Of the 59 participants, thirty-eight participants were in the concept map construction condition and 21 participants were in the reread condition. We over assigned participants to the concept map construction group to increase the statistical power in examining the relation between the characteristics (content) of concept maps and metacomprehension judgments, test performance, and metacomprehension accuracy.

3.2. Materials

Junior high school science textbooks were used to create three science-based expository texts. Each text was approximately 430 words long. We chose topics that provided a framework for a causal model of a scientific phenomenon (water cycle, path of air in the circulatory system, and the visual system). The readability of the texts was similar from one text to another, with Flesch–Kincaid grade levels ranging from 6.1 to 6.5. We also constructed a 5-question inference test for each text based in this causal model. As outlined in Wiley et al. (2005), questions were designed to assess the generation of inferences or connections implied by the text, and not simple memory for the facts contained in the text. A sample text and test can be found in Appendix 1.

3.3. Procedure

Prior to the experiment, all the participants received three 15–20 min lessons on concept mapping as part of their typical language arts class. All the instruction was done by the same teacher, using three classes. The training was done as a whole class activity. The first lesson described the general idea of concept mapping, and included discussion of how this might improve reading comprehension. The class then worked through one expository science text as a class. The subsequent two lessons involved working on practice texts. Students read and constructed concept maps. They then critiqued each other’s maps and the whole class then walked through the mapping process with the teacher. In demonstrating mapping, the teacher put the main ideas of a text in nodes of the concept map and then used arrows to represent the relationship between concepts. The teacher also emphasized that constructing concept maps helped students understand texts by illustrating the relation among ideas in a text. Individual student’s concept maps were not collected and graded, so students did not get individualized feedback on mapping.

On the day of the experiment, participants were instructed that they would be reading three texts, judging their comprehension of each test (i.e., predicting how they would do on a 5-item multiple choice test), and then completing a test for each text. After having an opportunity to ask questions about the experiment, participants read and constructed concept maps or reread each text (texts were present for reading and then immediately for rereading, that is, reading and rereading was not blocked for the three texts). They then judged their comprehension. The prompt for the metacomprehension judgment was, “Please indicate how many of the five test questions you think you will answer correctly on the text—TITLE OF TEXT.” After making judgments, participants completed tests for each text. Students did not have access to the texts while judging or completing tests, but students in the concept map condition did have access to their concept maps during these activities.

4. Results

4.1. Metacomprehension judgments and test performance

As metacomprehension accuracy is the relationship between metacomprehension judgments and test performance, we first report data on these variables. The median of both metacomprehension judgments and test performances across the three texts was computed for each participant. We used the median because it is the recommended measure of central tendency for small sets of scores where extreme scores may have an undue influence on the mean (Gravetter & Wallnau, 1999). The median of the means was then computed across participants in each group, see Table 1. The mean magnitude of metacomprehension judgments did not differ across groups, t(57) < 1.00; nor did mean test performance, t(57) = 1.16, p > .05.

4.2. Metacomprehension accuracy

As suggested by Nelson (1984) metacomprehension accuracy was operationalized as a Goodman-Kruskal gamma correlation
between judgments and test performance. Therefore, for each participant, we computed a gamma correlation between metacomprehension judgments and test performance across the three texts. The mean gamma was then computed across participants in the respective groups. As seen in Fig. 1, the concept mapping group had a positive gamma, but this was not significantly different from zero, t(27) < 1.00. The control group had a negative gamma correlation, which was marginally different from zero, t(16) = 1.95, p = .07, which indicates that students in the control group gave higher metacomprehension judgment to texts they understood less. Perhaps more important, metacomprehension accuracy was marginally greater for the concept mapping group than for the rereading group, t(43) = 1.70, p < .05 (Hypothesis 1). Thus, constructing concept maps reduced the illusion of knowing.

Although the concept maps were fairly simplistic, we explored whether a relationship existed between map characteristics and metacomprehension accuracy or test performance. If particular map dimensions were related to either metacomprehension or test performance, future instruction could emphasize those factors in preparing students for reading in general and monitoring comprehension in particular. The properties that we examined are summarized in Table 2. We looked at the size of the concept maps (i.e., the number of nodes), how many nodes were repeated, how many reflect the paragraph structure of the text, and how many nodes had multiple links. A one-tailed Pearson correlation found only one significant relationship—an increase in redundant nodes was linked with a decrease in metacomprehension accuracy, r = −.35, p < .05. This suggests that participants were less equipped to estimate their level of comprehension when their maps were unnecessarily muddled with repeated nodes.

5. Discussion

Although these data suggest that concept map construction during reading may improve metacomprehension accuracy in young readers (Hypothesis 1), the absolute level of metacomprehension accuracy remained quite poor, and well below the levels of accuracy typically found with college students (Dunlosky & Lipko, 2007; Maki, 1998; Thiede et al., 2009) and below that found using delayed keyword generation with children (de Bruin et al., 2011). This poor level of accuracy was obtained even when students had the concept maps available to them during judging and testing. Perhaps more alarming is the poor accuracy for participants in the rereading group. This poor accuracy may be surprising because rereading has been shown to improve metacomprehension accuracy with older readers (Dunlosky & Rawson, 2005; Rawson et al., 2000). Thus, improving the metacomprehension accuracy among young readers may present a unique challenge. In our next experiment we attempt to pursue the potential benefits of concept map construction in two ways. First, we create two concept map groups where one group is provided concept maps, and the other group constructs them, to test for the effects of engaging in map construction, or whether access to a concept map during judgement/testing is sufficient to improve accuracy. Second, students may have been using the concept maps as a summarizing tool rather than as a tool for better understanding the text. Leopold and Leutner (2011) demonstrate the advantage of drawing (to understand) relative to summarization for text comprehension. Therefore, in the second experiment, we include a more elaborate set of concept mapping lessons for all students that includes both instruction in the mechanics of creating concept maps (as in Experiment 1), but also elaborates on the kinds of comprehension questions that students should expect, and how creating connections in the concept maps can help to answer those types of questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Test performance and magnitude of metacomprehension ratings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Test performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept map (constructed)</td>
<td>2.45 (.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rereading</td>
<td>2.24 (.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept map constructed</td>
<td>2.29 (.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept map provided</td>
<td>2.32 (.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1.86 (.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Entries are mean across individual's median test performance and median comprehension ratings. Values in parentheses are standard errors of the means.

Fig. 1. Mean metacomprehension accuracy (gamma correlation) for Experiment 1. Error bars are the standard error of the mean.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept map content for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple-link nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Values in parentheses are standard errors of the means.
6. Experiment 2

In this experiment, we again examined the effect of concept mapping on metacomprehension accuracy for 7th graders. However, additional information about the benefits of concept mapping was provided when mapping was being taught, to provide metacognitive scaffolding for mapping (Pressley, Borkowski, & O'Sullivan, 1984). Moreover, students received explicit information on the kinds of questions they would be asked to answer (i.e., inference questions). This kind of information and experience with inference tests has been shown to improve metacomprehension accuracy of college students (Thiede et al., 2011). This additional instruction was hypothesized to further improve metacomprehension accuracy (Hypothesis 2).

As the quality of concept maps constructed by participants in Experiment 1 varied dramatically, with many maps being quite poorly designed, we added a new condition in this experiment. One group of participants was given a well developed concept map to refer to while reading. Although this should have provided students with a visual representation of the connections available in the texts, past research has shown that the act of generating situation model based cues is critical to improving metacomprehension accuracy (Thiede et al., 2005). However, if having access to a visual representation of the structure of a text is critical to metacognitive monitoring, then this condition should also improve accuracy.

7. Method

7.1. Participants and design

One-hundred-three 7th grade students (ages 12–13) from the same junior high school as in Experiment 1 participated in this experiment. Of the 103, 56 were female and 47 were male; 77 were Caucasian, 26 were Hispanic or African-American. All participants were treated in accord with APA ethical standards. Group assignment (concept map construction versus concept map provided versus control) was done randomly between participants. Thirty-two of these participants engaged in concept map construction and 39 participants were provided with a completed concept map for each text, and 32 were in the control group. Given that rereading texts produced poor metacomprehension accuracy in Experiment 1, the control group in this experiment simply read the text one time, which is the standard control condition in metacomprehension research.

7.2. Materials

We worked with the same teacher as in Experiment 1, but during a later academic semester. Although the teacher was expected to have completely different students, as a precaution to avoid possible exposure to the texts used in Experiment 1, we developed new texts. As in Experiment 1, junior high school science textbooks were used to create three science-based expository texts. Each text was approximately 400 words long. We chose texts that provided a causal model of a scientific phenomenon (functions of bacteria, breeding and cloning, and the causes of extinction). The readability of the texts was similar from one text to another, with Flesch-Kincaid grade levels ranging from 7.3 to 7.7. We constructed a 5-question test that asked about inferences designed to tap the situation model for each text.

7.3. Procedure

Prior to the experiment, all the participants received eight 15 min lessons on concept mapping as part of their typical language arts class. All the instruction was done by the same teacher as in Experiment 1, using six classes. The training was done as a whole class activity. The first lesson described the general idea of concept mapping, and included discussion of how this might improve reading comprehension. The class then worked through one expository science text as a class. In the second lesson, the whole class worked through a sample text and then used the concept map to answer practice test questions. The nature of the inference questions were explained during this lesson. The subsequent six lessons involved working on practice texts, and taking practice inference tests. The teacher emphasized that constructing concept maps helped students understand texts by illustrating the relation among ideas in a text, and also that the concept maps could help answer inference questions. The teacher put a greater focus on representing the text in the concept map and how to use the maps to answer questions. These enhanced instructions enabled the participants to construct qualitatively different concept maps (see Fig. 2). Concept maps in Experiment 1 were largely a string of nodes—often a node involved a number or adjective that was meaningless, per se. By contrast, concept maps in Experiment 2 often represented the ideas presented by paragraph and branching networks to represent the relationships embedded in the text. Individual student’s concept maps were not collected and graded, so students did not get individualized feedback on mapping.

On the day of the experiment, participants were instructed that they would be reading three texts, judging their comprehension of each text (i.e., predicting how they would do on a 5-item multiple choice test), and then completing a test for each text. After having an opportunity to ask questions about the experiment, participants completed their assigned experimental procedure (i.e., they either read and constructed concept maps, read the texts while being given a provided concept map, or simply read the texts). As in Experiment 1, students did not have access to the texts during judgment or testing, but the students in the concept map condition did have access to the concept maps.

8. Results

8.1. Metacomprehension judgments and test performance

Again, we first report data on metacomprehension judgments and test performance. The median of both metacomprehension judgments and test performances across the three texts was computed for each participant. The mean of the medians was then computed across participants in each group, see Table 1. The mean magnitude of metacomprehension judgments did not differ across groups, nor did mean test performance, both F(2, 100) < 1.

8.2. Metacomprehension accuracy

Metacomprehension accuracy was operationalized as in Experiment 1. The mean gamma was computed across participants in the three groups. Twenty-one participants had indeterminate gamma due to invariance in judgments or test performance. As seen in Fig. 3, the group that constructed concept maps had a positive gamma, which was significantly greater than zero, \( t'(19) = 2.08, p = .05 \). Concept map construction contributed more to metacomprehension accuracy here than in Experiment 1. The group that was given concept maps also had a positive gamma correlation, but it did not differ significantly from zero, \( t'(29) = 1.06 \). The control group had a negative gamma correlation, but this was not significantly different from zero, \( t(27) < 1.00 \). More important, metacomprehension accuracy varied across the groups, \( F(2, 79) = 3.81, MSe = .61, p = .03, partial eta squared = .11 \).
Tukey HSD tests showed that accuracy was greater for the group that constructed maps than for the control group, $p < .05$, $q = 2.67$ (Hypothesis 2).

We also examined the concept map properties following the enhanced instruction. Participants constructed concept maps that were about the same size. However, unlike the maps from Experiment 1, these maps contained fewer redundant nodes, were often organized in a paragraph fashion, and contained more multi-link nodes. These modifications suggest that these maps better reflected the situation model of the texts and also provided a better guide for participants as they gauged their level of metacomprehension accuracy. A one-tailed Pearson correlation found two significant relationships. Test performance was positively correlated with paragraph use in maps, $r = .27$, $p < .05$, and marginally correlated with the number of nodes used, $r = .44$, $p = .07$. This suggests that the same amount of content as evidenced by the number of nodes was more useful when it was better organized.

9. Discussion

These results are promising in that metacomprehension accuracy was improved when classroom instruction provided students with evidence of the utility of using concept mapping, as well as practice with inference tests (Hypothesis 2)—which has recently been shown to improve metacomprehension accuracy in adult readers (Thiede et al., 2011). Moreover, this experiment provides additional evidence that information-generation is most useful to improving metacomprehension. Providing the same information does not improve metacomprehension accuracy to the same extent. This finding is consistent with the finding that simply providing
readers with keywords does not impart the same benefits as generating keywords (Thiede et al., 2005).

The results of the reading alone control condition show that concept map training was not enough to improve the metacomprehension accuracy of these adolescent students. When students did not have the advantage of generating concept maps, and having them available during judgment and testing, students were not able to take advantage of the training. Having the concept maps available during judgments may help readers in both concept map condition to select relevant cues.

10. General discussion

Models of self-regulated learning describe the important role of accurate metacognitive monitoring in learning. Moreover, accurate monitoring of comprehension is critical to learning from texts (Thiede et al., 2003). According to the cue-utilization framework of metacognitive monitoring (Koriat, 1997), accuracy of metacognitive monitoring is driven by the cues used during monitoring. Use of cues that are predictive of future test performance, will increase monitoring accuracy; whereas, use of cues that are not predictive of test performance will decrease accuracy.

Comprehension of texts requires readers integrate ideas across a text as well as combine these ideas with prior knowledge of a topic. Thus, tests of comprehension should not assess knowledge of the surface features of a text (e.g., details contained in a text), but rather knowledge of the situation model of a text (Wiley et al., 2005). Therefore, getting readers to base their metacomprehension judgments on the quality of their situation models, or at the very least not base their judgments on other cues such as their interest in the topic, or their memory for details contained in a text, should improve metacomprehension accuracy. Recent interventions that improve metacomprehension accuracy have done just this (for a review of this research see Thiede et al., 2009). For instance, Thiede et al., 2011 focused college readers on the situation model by informing readers of the nature of the comprehension tests and giving them practice with tests that assess knowledge of the situation model for a text. Griffin et al. (2008) focused college readers on the situation model by instructing students to self-explain during reading. These interventions improved metacomprehension accuracy for college students, but have yet to be evaluated with younger students.

The findings from the present research suggest that the metacomprehension accuracy of 7th grade students also benefits from interventions designed to focus readers on more appropriate cues. Constructing a concept map arguably requires students to generate visual representation of a situation model, which should increase the salience of cues related to the situation model when judging one’s comprehension. And using these cues for judging comprehension should improve metacomprehension accuracy. However, generating concept maps may not be enough to improve accuracy—as Experiment 1 showed only marginal improvements in metacomprehension accuracy associated with constructing concept maps. The results of Experiment 2 show the added benefit of clarifying the nature of tests and getting explicit instruction on the utility of concept mapping. Additional gains may occur if students are guided during concept map construction with prompts such as those used to promote learning while writing. Nuckles, Hubner, and Renkl (2009) used prompts such as “Which main points have I already understood well?” as participants wrote about an observed videotaped lecture. These prompts improved learning beyond what occurred from writing alone. Prompts may offer similar benefits to participants as they construct concept maps.

Although the focus of the present research was metacomprehension, it is important to comment on comprehension itself—as concept mapping has been shown to improve comprehension (Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). In two experiments, test performance did not differ across groups. Put differently, concept mapping did not improve comprehension. Even with several short lessons on mapping (i.e., more focused, extended instruction), the concept maps were not particularly high quality—and certainly not universally high quality. Perhaps students needed individualized feedback to guide their mapping activities to become skilled at constructing well developed concept maps.

Another possible explanation for the lack of improvement in comprehension may come from the metacognitive literature. Improving metacomprehension accuracy is important because better monitoring of learning can lead to more effective regulation of study, which in turn can lead to increased learning (e.g., Thiede, 1999; Thiede et al., 2003). In the present research, students were not given an opportunity to use their monitoring to guide regulation of study (e.g., select texts for restudy). Thus, the influence of monitoring was essentially removed. Begg, Martin, and Needham (1992) also showed that learning is not affected by monitoring accuracy when regulation of study is not controlled by the learner.

Metacomprehension research has long focused on college students. The present research suggests younger readers are not adept at monitoring their own comprehension. The negative gamma correlations in the control groups indicate that left to their own devices 7th graders are quite inaccurate at judging their comprehension, which argues for developing new interventions to help young readers develop monitoring skills, especially in the context of attempting to learn from expository texts. The present research is a first step in this direction. Additional research is needed to find new techniques to improve metacomprehension accuracy with younger readers. Further, additional research is needed to examine whether adolescents are able to use metacognitive monitoring to guide subsequent study (regulation of study). Although de Bruin et al. (2011) showed that adolescents can regulate their study more research is needed to further demonstrate this and to examine the effect of monitoring and regulation on reading comprehension.
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Appendix 1. Text on viruses

A virus is a tiny, nonliving particle that invades and then multiplies inside a living cell. Viruses are not cells and do not have the characteristics of organisms. The only way in which viruses are like organisms is that they can multiply. Although viruses can multiply, they multiply differently than organisms. Viruses can only multiply when they are inside a living cell. The cells that viruses infect in order to multiply are called host cells. Despite their tiny size, viruses have the ability to cause a lot of damage to cells of other organisms.

All living things are capable of being infected by viruses. One of the best studied viruses infects bacteria. It is called a bacteriophage. In humans, viruses may cause relatively harmless diseases such as cold sores and colds, or life-threatening diseases such as polio and AIDS.

All viruses have two basic parts: a protein coat that protects the virus and an inner core made of genetic material. The proteins on the surface of a virus play an important role during the invasion of
a host cell. Each virus contains unique surface proteins that look like the proteins that the host cell normally needs. The virus attaches itself to special sites on the host that are usually reserved for these proteins. Like keys, a virus’s proteins fit only into certain “locks,” or proteins on the surface of a host’s cells. Because the lock-and-key action of a virus is specific, a certain virus can attach only to one or a few types of cells.

Once a virus attaches to the surface of a host cell, it injects its genetic material into the cell. The virus’s genetic material takes over the cell functions and the cell starts to produce the virus’s proteins and genetic material. The proteins and genetic material assemble into new viruses that fill the cell. When it is full of new viruses, the host cell bursts open and dies as it releases hundreds of new viruses to infect other cells and the process starts over again.

Test on Viruses (asterisk denotes the correct answer)

1. According to information in the passage, which of the following could not be infected by a virus?
   A. A virus*
   B. A house plant
   C. A fungus
   D. A dog

2. If a virus contains genetic material but does not have a protein coat, then
   A. The virus could infect host cells.
   B. The virus could reproduce and burst a host cell.
   C. The virus could only attach to specific host cells.
   D. The virus could not attach to any host cell.*

3. What would likely happen if a virus could attach to a host cell, but did not take over the host cell’s functions?
   A. The virus would not burst the cell.*
   B. The virus would live in the host cell.
   C. The host cell would produce the virus’s proteins.
   D. The host cell would produce the virus’s genetic material.

4. All living things are capable of being infected by viruses because
   A. All living things are made of water.
   B. The cells of all living things can serve as host cells.*
   C. A single virus can infect all types of cells.
   D. All living things contain bacteria.

5. What is a correct order of processes underlying the spread of a virus?
   A. A host cell bursts, a new virus attaches to host cell, a new virus injects genetic material*
   B. A virus reproduces, a virus injects genetic material, a virus attaches to host
   C. A virus attaches to a host, a host cell bursts, a virus takes over host cell
   D. A virus injects genetic material, a virus attaches to host cell, a host cell bursts.
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